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Vehicle collision hospitalizes skateboarder
Rescue workers lift an
accident victim onto
a gurney on Fourth
Street following a car
crash near Paseo de
San Antonio on Tuesday. The man, whose
identity has not yet
been released, was
riding a skateboard
when he was struck
by a car.

Center
stresses safe
Halloween
Students urged to be
careful while partying
By Kelli Downey

By Kelli Downey
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Daily Staff Writer
An accident, which according to bystanders involved a male
skateboarder and a female driver,
tied up traffic Tuesday afternoon
on Fourth Street just west of San
Jose State University.
The accident near campus created a lot of unanswered questions.
According to Enrique Garcia,

public information officer for the
San Jose Police Department, a call
came in around 1:05 p.m. reporting a vehicle hitting a pedestrian.
The accident occurred past the
cross walk in front of Network
Parking and the Colonnade apartments, prior to the intersection of
Paseo De San Carlos. It caused
three lanes to be closed.
“This is a bad intersection,”
said Ruben Martinez, parking

manager at Network Parking, located next to Quickly. “I did not
see it, but I heard it.”
Garcia said police officers at
the scene did not submit their reports yet and additional information will be not be available immediately.
According to University Police
Department Sgt. Mike Santos, the
University Police are not handling
the incident.

see SAFETY, page 4
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John Clapp, an assistant professor of the animation and illustration department, gives a demonstration on the smart board that is used in the incubator classroom in Clark Hall. The incubator classroom is one of the “tech-enriched” classrooms in the newly opened Academic Success Center.

Center provides services to campus
By Mary Beth Hislop
Daily Staff Writer

A good-sized crowd of San
Jose State University faculty
members, students and related corporate sponsors were
on hand Tuesday afternoon at
the Academic Success Center’s
grand opening and dedication.
“I think you’ll all agree with
me that the place looks fabulous,” said Mary Jo GorneyMoreno, associate vice president
for academic technology.
Located on the ground floor
of the newly-renovated Clark

Hall, the center houses 10,000
square feet of the latest technology in computer equipment
from Hewlett-Packard, Apple
and Adobe. Along with the furniture donated by Plantronics,
sponsors contributed approximately $200,000 to the project.
The university contributed $1.6
million building out the space
for the center, according to a
press release.
Gorney-Moreno said that
the center was conceptualized
see CENTER, page 6

From left, Taylor Johnson, Olivia Hormoz and Zack Snead, peer
mentors at San Jose State University, hang out at the new peer
mentor center in the Academic Success Center on Tuesday. Other
student services such as writing, career and academic advising
can also be found in the center.

Showing off SJSU’s talent at second annual show
By Michael Geslani
Daily staff writer

On the second floor of the
Student Union, the Mosaic
Cross Cultural Center held auditions for its second annual Talent Showcase on Tuesday.
Mosaic aims to foster an inclusive environment at San Jose
State University where people
can value the rich diversity of
the campus.
The performances don’t have
to be culturally based, said Hyon
Chu Yi, director of Mosaic.
SJSU students signed up for
times to audition in front of a
panel of judges who will deter-

see ACCIDENT, page 3

Clark welcomes new tenant Four-year
college
tuition up
6 percent

Daily Staff Writer

Students walking past the Student Union will see two tables with
poster boards promoting Halloween safety, which started Tuesday.
Volunteers are conducting Halloween Safety tabling today from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m for the Student
Health Center.
“We are trying to make sure students are safe during Halloween,”
said Gina Vittori, who is working
on her master’s in public health.
According to Dana Hughes,
prevention education program
coordinator at the health center,
the tabling event was a collaborative effort among volunteers from
Peer Health Education Program,
the Prevention Education Program
and Alpha Phi Omega.
Daphne Purisima, a senior majoring in nursing, said the goal of
the Halloween safety tabling event
is to educate students on a broad
range of topics and services that
the health center has available.
“We would like them to walk
away a little more educated,” Purisima said.
Some of the material that is
clipped together and being distributed includes information on taxi
services, mocktail recipes, alcohol
poisoning and statistics about sexual assaults.
Purisima said that people
who read the statistics get very
alarmed.
The information about taxi
services, driving under the influ-

“As far as the University Police
Department’s involvement, all we
did was to assist in traffic control,”
Santos said. “The traffic investigation was handled by San Jose Police Depatment.”
Wolfe Cevorov, a volunteer security guard at La Victoria, said
he went to see what was going on
since he heard something.
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mine if they will perform at the
talent show, which will be held at
the Student Union Ballroom on

Shemai Lamar,
right, an undeclared freshman,
raps as Kamilah
Henderson, a
freshman majoring in photography and Lamar’s
partner in their
group The Duo,
waits to perform
her lines during a
talent show audition Tuesday.

Monday, Dec. 4.
The Mosaic staff will be the
judges determining the talent

show performers.
“We’re not harsh critics,” Chu
Yi said. “We don’t have any expectations. We’re just hoping to
be amused, entertained and inspired.”
According to the rules, all
performances must be under 10
minutes, or they will be automatically disqualified.
According to a flier, the auditions are open to “any talent you
have.”
“It can be any kind of act,”
Chu Yi said. “This year we’ve
opened it a little more broader in
terms of what kinds of acts, they
can sing or they can do spoken

word or if they dance.”
Shenai Lamar and Kamilah
Henderson, both freshmen, were
the first performance for the audition.
The two rappers call themselves
“The Duo” and said they have performed at a talent show before.
“It was fun but we didn’t know
what to expect,” Lamar said, describing their first talent show.
Both felt the pressure because
it was an audition rather than performing in an actual show first,
but they hope to make the cut.
Another rap duo who persee TALENT, page 4

It’s what passes for good news right
now for students and parents: This year,
the price of college went up only somewhat faster than the cost of everything
else.
Tuition and fees at public four-year
public colleges this fall rose $344, or 6.3
percent, to an average of $5,836, according to the College Board’s annual “Trends
in College Pricing” report, released Tuesday.
Accounting for inflation, the increase
was just 2.4 percent, the lowest in six
years.
But published prices are up 35 percent over the last five years — the largest
such increase since the College Board began keeping data in the 1970s. And even
though most students don’t pay that full
list price, financial aid isn’t keeping up.
“When public companies face budget
shortfalls, they search for ways to become
more efficient, and to cut their costs,” said
James Boyle, president of the group College Parents of America. “For colleges and
universities to continue to hold the public
trust, they must also look for ways to hold
down their costs, and not simply continue
to raise the price they charge to students
and their families.”
Accounting for grant aid — from the
government and other sources — the actual cost for the typical student is substantially lower than the sticker price: about
$2,700 in 2006-07. But that’s 8 percent
higher than last year.
At private four-year colleges, published
tuition and fees rose 5.9 percent, to an average of $22,218. Accounting for financial
aid, their net price is $13,200.
Public two-year colleges, which educate nearly half of American college
students, had the best showing. There,
tuition and fees rose just 4.1 percent to
$2,272. Price reductions in California,
home to more than a fifth of the nation’s
two-year public college students, checked
the average increase nationally.
Community colleges remain a tremensee TUITION, page 5

CORRECTIONS
In the Monday edition of the Spartan
Daily, the headline for “Weather man forecast to speak at geology club event” should
have read “Weatherman forecast to speak at
geography club event.”
Also, in Thursday’s edition, the story titled
“Faculty wives award three $2,000 scholarships” misidentifies one of the recipients.
Her name is Selma Skokic.
It is Spartan Daily policy to correct all significant errors of fact.
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OPINION

QUOTE OF THE DAY:

Do not go where the path may lead,
go instead where there is no path and leave a trail.
— Ralph Waldo Emerson

EDITORIAL ENDORSEMENT

Cindy Chavez is best bet when it comes to seeing SJSU in future spotlights

The race for San Jose mayor is coming down to the
wire with the election less than two weeks away.
For students, a new mayor means a new opportunity for San Jose State University.
A fresh face in San Jose can open the doors for
better collaboration between the university and the
city government.
Both candidates, Councilman Chuck Reed and
Vice Mayor Cindy Chavez, are equally committed to
seeing the city prosper and both have their own vision for how SJSU fits into that prosperity.
Although both campaigns have exchanged blows
over certain alleged ethical practices, the Spartan
Daily attempted to focus on issues that are relevant to
SJSU students.
Both candidates see SJSU as a vital part of the city,
but have differing views of how to take advantage of
the university’s potential.
Reed emphasized a trickle-down approach, saying
that if the city’s economy picks up, SJSU will reap the
benefits. He also said he wants to look for more collaborative projects, like the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Library.
Chavez, however, offered a more proactive approach to working with the university.
Chavez, a SJSU graduate, seemed more enthusiastic about the university and offered more examples of
how the two can work together.
The Spartan Daily editorial board therefore endorses Chavez for mayor as the best choice for the
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students and the SJSU community.
Both candidates expressed an interest to see SJSU
thrive.
Our concern with Reed is his method for seeing
SJSU flourish. He seems to want to just let SJSU fend
for itself.
During the past year, SJSU has been in the national
spotlight through various grants and high-profile visits.
In February, U.S. Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist
spoke with engineering students and in April, SJSU
student Arash Sokouh sat on a panel with President
George Bush and Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger. The
College of Engineering has also been ranked in the
top 15 among public institutions.
Chavez said she wants to see both the city and
university to emerge into more of the national focus.
She said that the resources are here in the valley
and if both the city and university are willing to utilize those resources and spend the necessary money,
there will be a greater opportunity to draw more
attention to San Jose.
Chavez went on to say that with the attention,
more businesses and more people will be attracted to
the city and the university.
The King Library was a magnificent model of cooperation between the city and the university.
The combined resources for the campus and the
public has allowed for a greater base of knowledge to
be available in one place.
Reed said he would like to see more of those types

Write letters to the editor and submit Sparta
Guide information online. Visit our Web site at
www.thespartandaily.com. You may also submit
information in writing to DBH 209.

Associated Students
The Associated Students Board of Directors
encouraged students and staff to attend meetings at
3 p.m. in the Ohlone Room of the student union.
For more information, contact Jessica Hernandez at
(408) 924-6410 or e-mail jhernandez@as.sjsu.edu.

Interview Workshop
The Career Center presents an interview
workshop with techniques before, during and after
an interview from 3:30 to 4:45 p.m. in the Career
Center Module F. For more information, contact
Evelyn Castillo at (408) 924-6031.

FMA: Target Guest Speakers
Business professionals from Target will speak to
students and review resumes from 4:30 to 5:45 p.m.
in Boccardo Business Complex room 004. For more
information, e-mail Shannon Erickson at
publicity.fma@gmail.com.

Counseling Services
Counseling Services will host an anxiety
management group from 12:30 to 1:50 p.m. in the
Administration building room 201. For more
information, contact Amanda Fargo or David
Emmert at (408) 924-5910.
Counseling Services
Counseling Services will host a women’s process
group from 10 to 11:20 a.m. in the Administration
building room 201. For more information, contact
Beverly Floresca or Sybille Ulrike at (408) 924-5910.

Socrates Cafe
A discussion on the question “Do I have the
right not to be offended” from 3 to 4 p.m. in the
Pacifica room of the Student Union. For more
information, contact Janet Stemwedel at
(408) 924-4521 or e-mail jstemwed@email.sjsu.edu.

See additional Sparta Guide entries on page 7.
LETTER TO THE EDITOR

A few clarifications on opposing views
Dear editor,

In Thursday’s Spartan Daily, Michael Geslani
argues well for not engaging in talks with North
Korea, except that he is fundamentally mistaken.
North Korea did not “break” the Agreed Framework agreement of 1994.
This is nonsense, a nonsense that is repeated
over and over, and is patently false. The United
States of America broke that agreement.
We were supposed to build a light-water reactor for North Korea, supply fuel oil and provide
food aid. We did not do those things (although the
international community did come through with
fuel oil and food); most significantly, the light-water
reactor, which does not produce feasible material,
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was never built.
From North Korea’s Kim Jong-Il’s perspective,
President Bush is a threat. Bush repudiated South
Korean President Kim Dae-Jung’s Sunshine Policy
(which established the beginnings of normalized
relations between North and South), named North
Korea as part of the “Axis of Evil,” and refused faceto-face negotiations.
For all we know, there is a conversation going on
in Pyonyang right now about whether the Americans could ever be trusted, and there is sufficient
historical precedent to justify this mistrust.
Edward Tripp
lecturer
department of linguistics and language development

advisers

Richard Craig and Jan Shaw, News ; Michael Cheers, Photojournalism; Tim Hendrick,
Advertising; Tim Burke, Production Chief
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The government’s war against
my body won’t go unanswered
My government is waging a not-so-secret war on
my body.
More than 33 years after the U.S. Supreme Court
decided that women had the right to an abortion in
Roe v. Wade, the war against abortion wages on.
The state of South Dakota is embroiled in a battle
over a piece of legislation that will appear on the Nov.
7 ballot called Referred Law 6. It is a referral of HB
1215, a bill that was passed in the state legislature and
signed by the Gov. Mike Rounds in March.
If it passes, Referred Law 6 will immediately go
into effect and make it illegal for any
woman to get an abortion in South
Dakota, except to prevent “the death
of a pregnant mother.”
I care about the result of this
election because supporters of the
law are hoping that, if passed, it
will be contested and eventually
end up in front of the U.S. Supreme
SARA SPIVEY
Court where it may force the court to
reconsider Roe v. Wade.
My government is waging a not-so-secret war on
my body, and I take it very seriously.
With the addition of Justice Alito, the more strictconstructionist court of 2006 may not be as willing to
interpret the 14th Amendment in the same way as the
court did in 1973, anti-abortion advocates hope.
Some of these same advocates are playing quickand-loose with the facts to garner public support for
the measure.
A recent ad sponsored by VoteYesForLife.com that
ran on South Dakota airwaves showed nine men and
women in white coats talking about Referred Law 6.
The ad contains at least three major false assertions.
First, it claims that science “now proves” that life
begins at conception.
Second, the ad also claims that more than 96 percent of women who have abortions in South Dakota
are using it as birth control when there are no statistics available to prove or disprove this assertion.
Lastly, the ad claims that Referred Law 6 provides
an exception for the health and life of the mother.
The law does not provide an exception to promote
the health of the mother, only to prevent her death.
It also does not provide for an exception for rape or
incest victims.
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quakes in San Jose was the lack of revenue. Reed said he
would rather explore what would be financially sound
such as a basketball or baseball team.
Chavez, though she said she didn’t know much
about a basketball team, but would want to bring soccer back to San Jose, using SJSU’s facilities.
Aside from the professional sports question,
Chavez had a better grasp of what issues the university faces and had more ideas of how to address them.
The city has poured a lot into redeveloping the
downtown, and both candidates said the key to make
the area more resident friendly will be to have more
people living downtown. With more people living
downtown, the retailers may also follow.
Chavez is proactive to bring less alcohol establishments and encourage more retailers to the area. With
the closing of Albertsons, some students living in the
area can either go to Zanotto’s Family Market or drive
several miles to another store.
But in the development of downtown, certain issues have arisen, particularly the fight for parking.
Reed was quick to point out that an effort to start
charging for parking at Fourth and San Fernando
streets after 6 p.m. was targeted at SJSU students.
Chavez said more structures are in the works to
alleviate parking battles and keep merchants happy.
In the end, it comes down to one simple truth:
The best candidate for students and SJSU is the one
who puts SJSU on the top of his or her agenda. That
candidate is Cindy Chavez.

GUEST COLUMN
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of collaborations, but did not offer details or plans.
Chavez, however, said she would like to see other
departments work with the city. One of the examples
she gave was to have a service learning center that
can be off campus. The idea would be to provide a
resource for the students in a real-world setting.
Chavez also said she wanted to work with the
radio, television and theatre department to perhaps
have a city-SJSU joint venture to bring a better theater to SJSU.
The city recently had to bail the San Jose Reparatory Theatre to the tune of $2 million. Chavez and
Reed both said the city must have better oversight of
the theater to prevent another bailout.
Keeping the theater viable allows for a better
cultural experience and a more well rounded population. And to that end, people will come to the evergrowing downtown to receive that experience.
Both candidates had similar views when it came to
potentially bringing an additional sports team to San
Jose.
With the loss of the Major League Soccer Team
Earthquakes late last year, the city has looked into options of brining another team to San Jose. The Earthquakes used Spartan Stadium for their home games.
Reed actually had the better view when it came
to sports teams in San Jose. He was looking for an
economically viable option before bringing another
professional team to the city.
One of the major problems in keeping the Earth-
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My government is waging a not-so-secret war on
my body, and I take it very personally.
On Nov. 7, voters in California will decide on
Proposition 85, which, if passed, would require doctors to notify a parent, in writing, if a girl under 18
requests an abortion.
The parent’s consent is not required, but the teen
must wait at least 48 hours before having the procedure. She may go before a judge and request the court
to waive the notification, but she must meet certain
requirements.
Proposition 85 is almost identical to one that was
defeated by voters during the 2005 special election,
and yet here it is again.
The reason this proposition bothers me is related
to my own experience as a young woman. When
I was under 18, I lived in a steeply religious home
where sexuality was, for the most part, simply ignored.
If I had been raped or had unprotected sex and
gotten pregnant, I do not think I would have been
able to talk to my parents about it, much less summon up the courage to tell a judge, a stranger, about
my desire to have an abortion.
Although I do believe it would be better to have
a parent by the side of a young woman seeking an
abortion, there is a special place in my heart for those
who don’t feel they can rely on their parents to support their decision to have one.
Even though Proposition 85 allows the abortion
to proceed even without parental consent, the very
fact that the young woman wants to have one might
put an irreparable rift between parent and child. Additionally, a parent might talk the teen out of getting
the abortion, even though it is what the she wants.
My government is waging a not-so-secret war on
my body, and I plan on fighting back.
I will vote no on Proposition 85 for my younger
self, and those young women who are growing up in
situations that are like mine. I will keep a close eye on
the election in South Dakota.
More than 33 years after the Court decided Roe v.
Wade, abortion rights are being slowly chipped away.
Women are still fighting for the same wages and
opportunities as men. But the fight over our bodies
should have ended a long time ago.
Sara Spivey is a Spartan Daily senior staff writer.
Guest columns appear every Tuesday and Wednesday.

o p i n i o n pa g e p o l i c y
Readers are encouraged to express
themselves on the Opinion page with a letter
to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a response to an
issue or a point of view that has appeared in
the Spartan Daily.
Only letters between 200 to 400 words will
be considered for publication.
Submissions become property of the
Spartan Daily and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length. Submissions must
contain the author’s name, address, phone
number, signature and major.
Submissions may be placed in the Letters to
the Editor box at the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209, sent by fax to
(408) 924-3237, e-mailed at spartandaily@
casa.sjsu.edu or mail to the Spartan Daily
Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and
Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San
Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by and are the consensus of the Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do
not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan
Daily, the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications or SJSU.
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LouLou
Quintela,
left, a senior
majoring
in graphic
design,
and Anna
Pogosova,
a senior
majoring in
advertising, answer
questions
at a press
conference
after being
selected to
pitch their
advertisement to
Chevrolet
on Tuesday.

Daily Staff Photographer

At the start of the school day, Anna Pogosova,
LouLou Quintela and Kelly Sherman were average
San Jose State students, but by the end they were
thrust onto the national stage, and if it all goes well it
will not end there.
Anna Pogosova, LouLou Quintela and Kelly Sherman were pleasantly surprised, when in front of assistant professor Lilly Buchwitz’s MCOM 72 class,
they were informed their group had been selected as
finalists in the “Chevy Super Bowl College Ad Challenge.”
On Friday they will travel to Detroit to present their
ideas to Chevrolet’s advertising executives and advertising agency. The group will be competing against
four other groups selected from around the country.
All of this is being taped for an “American Idol”type show that will air during the Super Bowl along
with the winning group’s 30-second television commercial, according to a university press release.
More than 20 groups from SJSU participated in
the contest.
The team’s faculty advisor, assistant professor of advertising Lilly Buchwitz, said, “I knew that Anna, LouLou and Kelly’s idea for a Chevy ad was terrific when I
heard it - and now the whole country will know.”

SJSU team is finalist for national ad contest

Tim Hendrick,
assistant
professor of
advertising, congratulates Kelly
Sherman, a
senior majoring
in advertising,
after Sherman
was selected as
a finalist in the
“Chevy Super
Bowl College Ad
Challenge” on
Tuesday.

LEFT: MCOM 72 students applaud after Anna Pogosova, LouLou
Quintela and Kelly Sherman were announced as finalists in the “Chevy
Super Bowl College Ad Challenge” in DBH 133 on Tuesday.

“CO-ED NAKED POOL” *
n

full bar & drink specials!!

n

29 classic billiard tables

n

live music & DJ’s

n

2 monster HD screens

n

tasty nachos and hot wings

n

foosball and ping pong

n

air hockey

‘pool’ as in
‘Billiards’!!

STUDENT NIGHT WEDNESDAYS
$10 FLAT FEE WITH VALID STUDENT ID UNLIMITED HOURS AND PLAYERS

NO LIMIT MONDAY NIGHTS
$15 FLAT FEE -- UNLIMITED HOURS AND PLAYERS

* ok. not “naked” but we tried -- FBL crew

420 SOUTH FIRST STREET
408. 294. 7800
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ACCIDENT- Few
details available
Continued from page 1

“I heard something faintly and I was like
‘what is that?’” Cevorov said.
As Cevorov approached the scene to see
what the commotion was about, he said he
saw a skateboard further away from the incident.
“I noticed a skateboard out in the middle
of the road,” Cevorov said.
Cevorov became more curious when he
noticed a shoe was at the other end of the accident. Cevorov explained that when he arrived at the scene, he saw the skateboarder
lying on the ground.
“He (the skateboarder) got wedged under
the green car,” Cevorov said. “They gave him
IV’s on the spot. They are treating it like a fatality.”
Several bystanders did not witness the incident firsthand but were coming to conclusions based on what others at the scene had
said.
“From what I heard from a lot of people,
the girl actually ran the light,” Cevorov said.
“I heard people saying the red mustang ran
the red.”
A few vehicles that were parked along
Fourth Street were damaged from the incident. James Soria, a senior majoring in radio and television broadcast, had his vehicle
towed since it was one of the vehicles that
were parked on the street.
“It is just a pain,” Soria said. “It is going to
be a pain with insurance that I have to deal
with.”
Soria’s vehicle was damaged near the rear,
which will force him to find an alternate
mode of transportation.
“For the next couple of days I guess I am
going to be taking the VTA,” Soria said. “If
worse comes to worst, I could rent a car.”
Martinez said he wants SJSU students to
be safe, especially when crossing the streets.
“I tell a lot of kids to cross where they are
suppose to cross,” Martinez said. “I do it for
their own safety because I have seen things
happened here.”
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SAFETY- Lollipop TALENT- Show finals scheduled for Dec. 2
condoms sold to
raise awareness
Continued from page 1

Continued from page 1

ence and blood alcohol percentage is useful for students who will
drink while partying, according to
Hughes.
“People may travel further for
Halloween parties than normally,”
Hughes said.
According to Purisima, the material was handed out to students
faster than was expected.
“There has been a lot of people coming by and looking at the
table,” Purisima said. “We started
off with six boxes (of the packaged
material), and we ran out in 30
minutes.”
Condom lollipops, which is a
condom in wrapper attached to a
stick, are being sold for 50 cents
at one of the tables to promote
safe sex. An estimate put the sale
of condom lollipops at more than
$10, according to Vittori.
Each table has different information that relates to the health
center. The poster boards on both
tables provide factual information
about the different topics.
One table has information
about drinking and smoking, and
the other one includes CPR. There
is a dummy at the table where volunteers can provide a first aid demonstration.
Tuesday’s turnout at the tables
allowed for various information
of the health center’s services to be
distributed amongst students who
potentially were unaware of them.
“It is a good time to give out information that people can use anytime,” Hughes said.
Halloween, according to Vittori,

is a time where people go out and
party.
The volunteers thought Tuesday
and Wednesday is ideal to inform
students about Halloween safety
since this year Halloween falls on
a weekday.

“It is a good time to give out
information that people can
use anytime.”
—Dana Hughes,
health center cordinator
“A lot of college students are celebrating it this weekend,” Purisima
said.
The volunteers handing out
material encourage students to acknowledge the tables and gather
information.
“Come by and get a little more
educated,” Purisima said. “It is a
way to keep yourself, your friends
and family safe.”
David Chen, a volunteer, who
passed out some of the material to
people passing by, said he was not
sure if people read the information
at the tables or what was handed
out.
“I think everyone is very busy
and they do not have the time to
look at the poster-boards,” Chen
said, a post-baccalaureate working
on his pre-med. “I don’t know if it
is effective.”
Hughes said this is the first time
a tabling event combining all of the
different sections occurred. In the
past, the health center promoted
Halloween safety separately.

formed for the audition were Joshua Barousse, a.k.a. “Class Clown,”
and Jeremy Barousse, a.k.a. “Hi
Sketch,” who went to the audition
hoping to perform at the talent
show and gain exposure.
Jeremy said they have been performing since 2000.

“We’ve been rhyming for a
while,” Joshua said. “Any show or
any opportunity comes up especially at SJSU where we know a lot
of people is the best way to get our
name out.”
Both said they aren’t scared
about performing in front of an
audience and hope to be able to
perform at the talent show.

“Plus $250 wouldn’t hurt,” Joshua said.
Mosaic will be having auditions
again today and Thursday from 4
to 7 p.m.
The talent show’s proceeds of
entrance fees are used as a fundraiser for Mosaic.
“We don’t have a lot of money
for programs so that’s where our

funds go,” Chu Yi said.
Pre-sale tickets for the talent
show can be bought at $10 while
entrance fee the day of the event
will run $12.
The top winner of the talent
showcase will receive a cash prize
of $250, while second place will
receive $100 and third place will
receive $50.

China reports to the world on N. Korea trip
By Alexa Olesen
Associated Press
BEIJING — China gave its first
full public account Tuesday of its
mission to North Korea, saying
it got no apology from top leader
Kim Jong Il for the atomic explosion but did receive assurances
there were no plans for a second
nuclear test.
The North’s reclusive leader also
expressed a willingness to return
to six-nation talks over its nuclear
program if financial restrictions
levied by the U.S. are first resolved,
said Chinese Foreign Ministry
spokesman Liu Jianchao.
Chinese State Councilor Tang
Jiaxuan met with Kim last week
during a trip to Pyongyang with
Beijing’s top nuclear envoy and
vice foreign minister that analysts
and diplomats had called a critical
opportunity to assess the North’s
intentions.
The meeting resulted in no
breakthroughs, but China cast the
discussions in a positive light.
Tang was told during meetings
with Kim and other North Korean officials that the regime has
no plans currently to carry out a
second nuclear test, Liu said. “But
if it faces pressure, North Korea
reserves the right to take further
actions,” he added, citing Tang.
A second nuclear test has been

widely believed to be a possibility. Earlier this month, U.S. media
reported that Pyongyang may be
preparing for another blast, citing
suspicious activity at a suspected
test site in the country’s northeast.
But on Tuesday, South Korea’s
Yonhap news agency reported
the U.S. military had not detected
signs of preparations for a second
atomic test.
Despite the apparently conciliatory tone of the Pyongyang
meeting, Liu said Kim did not
apologize for his regime’s nuclear
test, as some South Korean media
had reported.
“These reports are certainly not
accurate,” Liu said. “We haven’t
heard any information that Kim
Jong Il apologized for the test.”
North Korean officials told the
Chinese envoy Pyongyang was
willing to return to international
negotiations on its nuclear program but wants “certain questions,
including the matter of U.S. financial sanctions against it, resolved
first,” Liu said at a regular press
briefing.
The U.S. has sought to cut off
the North’s access to international
banking as punishment for alleged
counterfeiting of U.S. dollars and
other illicit activity. Pyongyang
has denied the charges and boycotted six-nation talks on its nu-

clear program until the U.S. ends
the crackdown.
“All countries involved in the
six-party talks believe the talks
should be resumed but of course
the parties do not all agree on how,”
Liu said, referring to the talks Beijing has hosted since 2003. They
include China, the two Koreas, the
United States, Russia and Japan.
“Consultations are required to
find a way acceptable to all,” he
said.
The North Koreans also said
countries should not “willfully interpret or expand the sanctions”
imposed by the United Nations because of the test, according to Liu.
The United States and Japan
are among countries that have imposed additional sanctions on the
North. Liu said he had no information to indicate that China had
already, or was considering, cutting its food and energy assistance
to North Korea.
Beijing, as the North’s main ally
and source of aid, has the greatest
leverage over the regime. However,
China has been reluctant to pressure the North, in part out of fear
that a collapse of social order there
would result in a flood of refugees
over their shared border.
Instead, it has been involved
in a flurry of diplomatic activity
aimed at lessening tensions and

preventing the crisis from escalating since Pyongyang announced
its Oct. 9 nuclear test.
Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice visited Beijing last week and Ban
Ki-moon, the next U.N. secretarygeneral and South Korea’s foreign
minister, was scheduled to arrive
in Beijing on Friday to discuss the
standoff with top Chinese leaders.
Ban said he plans to use his new
position as U.N. chief, which he’ll
assume at the beginning of next
year, to seek a peaceful resolution
of the nuclear issue. He also said
Seoul fully backs the U.N. sanctions imposed on the North as
punishment for the nuclear test.
South Korea has yet to outline
any specific action it plans to take
to enforce the sanctions. The U.S.
has urged the South to join an
anti-proliferation initiative, and to
take steps for more accountability
in joint economic projects with
the North.
Ban said Seoul was still reviewing its policies “to bring them
closer in line” with the U.N. measures.
South Korea’s unification minister Lee Jong-seok, who is in
charge of relations with North Korea, offered to resign on Tuesday to
take responsibility for the North’s
nuclear test, the presidential office
said Wednesday.
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U.S. unveils timeline for Iraqi take over
By Steven R. Hurst
Associated Press
BAGHDAD, Iraq — Two weeks before U.S. midterm elections, American
officials unveiled a timeline Tuesday
for Iraq’s Shiite-led government to take
specific steps to calm the world’s most
dangerous capital and said more U.S.
troops might be needed to quell the
bloodshed.
U.S. officials previously said they
were satisfied with troop levels and
had expected to make significant reductions by year’s end. But a surge in
sectarian killings, which welled up this
past summer, forced them to reconsider.
At a rare joint news conference with
the American ambassador, the top
U.S. commander in Iraq, Gen. George
Casey, said additional U.S. troops
could come from inside or outside
Iraq to “improve basic services for the
population of Baghdad.”
“Now, do we need more troops to do
that? Maybe. And, as I’ve said all along,
if we do, I will ask for the troops I need,
both coalition and Iraqis,” Casey said.
There are currently 144,000 U.S. forces
in Iraq.
The military has expressed disappointment over its two-month drive to
cleanse the capital of Sunni insurgents
and Shiite militia fighters and death
squads. But the Americans also say
that for the situation to improve, the
Iraqi government must make political
concessions to minority Sunnis.
The timeline grew out of recent
Washington meetings at which the
Bush administration sought to reshape
its Iraq policy amid mounting U.S.
deaths and declining domestic support
for the 44-month-old war. The plan
was made public a day after White
House press secretary Tony Snow said
the U.S. was adjusting its Iraq strategy
but would not issue any ultimatums.
U.S. officials revealed neither specific incentives for the Iraqis to implement the plan nor penalties for their

failure to do so. U.S. Ambassador Zalmay Khalilzad said Iraqi leaders had
agreed to the timeline, benchmarks
heavily laden with enticements to Sunni insurgents.
The lack of any real political consensus even among Shiites, however,
has made it extremely difficult for Iraqi
leaders to keep deadlines; for example,
they missed targeted dates on naming a
government and in moving forward on
constitutional amendments. Moreover,
Tuesday’s declarations lacked specifics
on how to accomplish the goals.
At the news conference with Casey,
Khalilzad said the timeline would require Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki’s
government to set dates by the end of
the year for completing six key tasks.
Five of the markers are clearly designed to mollify Sunni Arabs, the
Muslim sect that makes up the bulk of
the insurgency and is responsible for
most American deaths in Iraq.
The plan seeks deadlines for passing
a law that would guarantee the sharing
of Iraq’s oil wealth, amending the constitution, turning an anti-Baathist organization into a reconciliation body,
disbanding Shiite militias and setting a
date for provincial elections — all key
issues for Sunnis.
The de-Baathification Commission
was established after the toppling of
Saddam Hussein to ensure that members of the dictator’s political organization did not hold government positions.
The sixth measure called for “increasing the credibility and capability
of Iraqi forces.”
Casey said Iraqi forces would be
“completely capable” of controlling the
country within the next 1 1/2 years.
“We are about 75 percent of the way
through a three-step process in building those (Iraqi) forces,” the general
said. “It is going to take another 12
to 18 months or so until I believe the
Iraqi security forces are completely capable of taking over responsibility for

their own security. That’s still coupled
with some level of support from us.”
Casey’s estimate of when the Iraqi
army will be ready was noteworthy because it has not changed even as the security situation in the country has deteriorated. Iraqis are now being killed
at a pace of more than 40 each day in
sectarian fighting and revenge killing.
Complicating the matter has been
the recent outbreak of sustained Shiite-on-Shiite violence in the once relatively calm south of the country.
To curb the spreading and increasingly brutal killings, Khalilzad said
the United States was “inducing Iraqi
political and religious leaders who can
control or influence armed groups in
Baghdad to agree to stop sectarian violence,” an apparent reference to recent
secret talks the United States has conducted with Sunni insurgents.
Al-Maliki has repeatedly said he
would rein in Shiite militias but so far
has taken little public action beyond a
decision to move aside two police commando leaders. He issued a statement
on Monday saying the military had
been ordered to take action against
any illegal armed group, but the declaration, like the timeline introduced on
Tuesday, lacked detail.
His national security adviser, Mouwafak al-Rubaie, sought to add weight
to the prime minister’s directive in an
interview with CNN. He was, however,
equally fuzzy about what action would
be taken.
“The Iraqi security forces are going to take on anyone who challenges”
them,” al-Rubaie said.
Khalilzad said he had assurances
from al-Maliki that radical anti-American Shiite cleric Muqtada al-Sadr
would disband his Mahdi Army. But
al-Sadr draws much of his power from
his control over the heavily armed
fighters. And al-Maliki draws much of
his support from al-Sadr.
For that reason, disbanding the
feared militia group appears to be a
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promise that is unlikely to be kept in
the near term. Such a move would
leave the other main Shiite militia, the
Badr Brigade of the Supreme Council
for the Revolution in Iraq, or SCIRI, in
a dominant position.
Al-Sadr and SCIRI leader AbdulAziz al-Hakim maintain a sharp rivalry for power over Iraq’s Shiite majority.
Logic dictates that both militias be disbanded simultaneously, which appears
highly unlikely.
While Shiite militias and death
squad violence represent a major security problem, curbing them would
still leave the other half of the equation
unsolved — the continued vibrancy of
the Sunni insurgency that has been attacking Americans with a vengeance
since summer 2003.
The timeline appeared, therefore,
largely directed at luring the Sunni establishment away from violence and
into the political process.
October has been the deadliest
month this year for American forces.
The military Tuesday announced the
deaths of two more U.S. Marines, a
sailor and a soldier. Since the start of
the war, 2,801 U.S. service members
have died in Iraq, according to an Associated Press count.
Also Tuesday, the military said it had
found no sign of a U.S. Army translator missing after he was believed to
have been kidnapped the night before
in Baghdad. Troops continued to search
the city’s downtown on foot and by air.
The military said the soldier, a linguist who was not identified by name,
was last seen inside Green Zone on
Monday. He was then believed to have
left to visit Iraqi relatives in the city.
He was apparently at the relatives’ house when three cars carrying
masked gunmen arrived. The soldier
was handcuffed and driven away. One
of the kidnappers then called one of
the relatives using the kidnap victim’s
cell phone, the military said. It didn’t
say if ransom was demanded.
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TUITION- Student
bank loan use rises
Continued from page 1

dous bargain relative to other schools. Accounting for
financial aid, the College Board estimates their average net cost actually declined this year, and is less than
$100.
At the four-year state school level, the price increases
baffle many students and parents because state finances
are fairly healthy. Spending by states on higher education has increased nearly 10 percent over the last two
years, or by about $6 billion. But the extra funds have
merely slowed tuition increases, not stopped them.
Spending from all sources on student aid rose 3.7
percent last year to $134.8 billion. Over the last decade
it has nearly doubled, even accounting for inflation.
But on a per-student basis, grant aid is only inching
upward. Students are borrowing the rest, often from
private lenders.
The trend hardly existed 20 years ago, but now
“about 20 percent of the loans students are getting,
they’re getting from banks,” said College Board senior
policy analyst Sandy Baum. Average debt levels are still
manageable, she said, but some students are in over
their heads.
In 2005-06, more students received Pell Grants —
the government’s main aid program for low-income
students — than the year before, but total funding and
the average award per student declined. Pell Grants
now cover just 33 percent of four-year public college
tuition.
The tuition and fee figures also don’t include living
costs. Factoring in room and board, the average price of
four-year public colleges is $12,796. At private colleges,
the price is $30,367.
The report does not include for-profit colleges.
Colleges defend the increases by pointing to growing enrollment demands, and saying teaching and research aren’t like other businesses, where the main costs
can often be reduced through greater efficiency without
harming quality.
“I could cut costs immediately by just having everybody in a larger class. I could also cut costs by not recruiting the best faculty,” said James Moeser, chancellor
of the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, which
has recently significantly expanded access for low-income students.
But, he added: “low tuition with low quality is no bargain.” In such a world, low-income students would scrape
by to subsidize “the children of bank presidents.”
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CENTER- Technology includes 30 computers
Continued from page 1

when designers were creating the
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint
Library. Gorney-Moreno described the different components
of the center and how committee
members traveled the country to
research the best academic centers
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for inspiration.
“They really brought the best
practices across the nation here,”
Gorney-Moreno said.
Administrative analyst Willie Simon said she traveled to the
Wallenberg Center at Stanford to
get ideas for SJSU.
“I’m not putting their center
down,” Simon said, “but we added
a little more color and flare.”
Central to the room’s concept
is the computer learning stage,
which has 30 colorful computer
workstations with scanners, four
digital editing stations and three
laptop collaboration booths.
Software engineering major
Duy Duong, 18, was waiting for
friends in one of the collaboration
booths so they could work together on a project.
“This is all really new to me,”
Duong said, but added that he can
get assistance from the information desk if he has any problems.
Queenie Leung, 29, is a psychology major and was using the
center for the first time Tuesday.
“I’m very amazed by this,”
Leung said. “There was no waiting
and no time limit to use the computers.”

“This is all really new
to me.”
—Duy Duong,
Software engineering
major
Actually, there is a two-hour
limit, according to Steve Sloan, an
IT support services consultant at
the help desk.
Sloan said that as students begin to realize the services that the
center offers, it will get busier.
“It’s been steadily building up,
slowly,” Sloan said.
Sloan also said that there are
six representative offices for other
student services on campus, including writing, career, academic
advising, service learning, library
and peer mentoring.
Justice studies major and peer
mentor Taylor Johnson, 19, said
that the center consolidates a lot of
services that used to be located all
over the campus.
“I love it,” Johnson said. “I can
direct students over there … and
oversee their work.”
Johnson said that he used peer

mentoring services when he was a
freshman and was inspired to become a mentor himself.
“Many of the first year students
take a lot of classes here at Clark
Hall,” Johnson said. Johnson said
mentors offer tutoring in English,
math, problem-solving and readings analysis. Mentors are also
trained to help students with emotional problems or help them find
services to accommodate disabilities.
The Academic Success Center
also features an incubator conference room that has equipment
to teach video and audio conferencing, according to Chris Laxton, director of media production and delivery. Laxton said
that the contemporary boardroom is also set up for business
presentations.
Laxton said that the room is almost finished.
“We’ll start taking reservations
in a couple of weeks,” Laxton said.
Simon is excited about the
boardroom’s concept.
“There is no place on campus
where we could teach our students
how to do presentations,” Simon
said.
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Peer Health Education
The Student Health Center will have a
Halloween Safety Table Event from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. in front of the Student Union at table three
and four. For more information, contact Daphne at
(408) 924-6204.
“The Kite Runner”
A discussion on themes from “The Kite Runner”
including disability, sexual orientation, ethnic
tensions and religious differences from 3 to 4:30 p.m.
in the Mosaic Cross Cultural Center in the Student
Union. For more information, contact
Annette Nellen at (408) 924-3508.
Educated Person Dialogue
A brown bag discussion on meeting the goals of
“responsible citizenship” and “socially responsible,”
both terms used in the SJSU mission statement and
G.E. program learning objective from noon to 1 p.m.
in the Instructional Resource Center room 101. For
more information, contact Annette Nellen at
(408) 924-3508 or e-mail anellen@sjsu.edu.
Catholic Mass
All are welcomed to the table for an inclusive
feminist Catholic Mass led by Roman Catholic
woman priest Victoria Rue at 5:15 p.m. in the Spartan
Memorial. For more information, e-mail Victoria Rue
at victoria@victoriarue.com.

Concert Series
A part of the listening hour celebration titled
“Celebrating Twenty-first century Music” will feature
voice, clarinet, saxophone, harp, viola, French horn
trombone and classical guitar from 12:30 to 1:15 p.m.
in the Music building Concert Hall. For more
information, contact Joan Stubbe at (408) 924-4649.
Web Conference on Creating a Sense of Online
Community
A Web conference presented by Academic
Impressions on how to engage students online and
make them feel more connected to the SJSU
community from 10 to 11:30 a.m. in the Instructional
Resource Center room 302. For more information,
contact Joe Pinheiro at (408) 924-6479 or e-mail
joe.pinheiro@sjsu.edu.
Asian Baptist Student Koinonia
The Asian Baptist Student Koinonia will hold their
weekly Bible study at 7 p.m. in the Guadalupe room
of the Student Union. For more information, contact
Justin Foon at (415) 786-9873 or e-mail
jfoon1@yahoo.com.
The Environmental Club
The Environmental Club will hold a meeting from
5 to 6:30 p.m. in the Ohlone room of the Student
Union. For more information, contact Kilen Gilpin at
(408) 423-9787.

Counseling Services
Counseling Services will host a successful social
bee group from 1:30 to 2:50 p.m. in the
Administration building room 201. For more
information, contact Kell Fujimoto at (408) 924-5910.
Counseling Services
Counseling Services will host a body affirmative
group from 4 to 5:20 p.m. in the Administration
building room 201. For more information, contact
Ellen Lin or Wei-Chien Lee at (408) 924-5910.
International Youth Fellowship
The International Youth Fellowship will host a
Bible study from 6 to 7:30 p.m. in the Costanoan
room of the Student Union. For more information,
contact Abe at (408) 691-4207.
Campus Crusade for Christ
Nightlife is a time for fellowship, worship and
hearing from the word of God at 8 p.m. at Spartan
Memorial. For more information, contact Mark
Depold at (408) 421-9281.
FRIDAY
The War in Afghanistan: A Leader’s Perspective
General Anthony L. Jackson, part of the Burdick
Military History Project, will lecture about his
personal account of the war from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. in
the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Library room 225. For
more information, contact the History Department at
(408) 924-5500.

Radio Broadcast
KSJS 90.5 FM will host “Blue’s Cafe” featuring
blues guitarist Willie Roland who will perform and
talk about his upcoming European tour from 7 to
10 a.m. For more information, e-mail Ramon
Johnson at ramonjohnson@yahoo.com.
SATURDAY
Chinese American Woman Author’s Book Talk
Author Emily Wu will discuss her newly published
autobiography “Feather in the Storm: A Childhood
Lost in Chaos” and children’s book author Belle Yang
“Hanna is My Name” from 2 to 5 p.m. in the Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. Library room 225 and 229.
For more information, contact Diana Wu at
(408) 808-2087.
MONDAY
Counseling Services
Counseling Services will host an international
students discussion group from 3 to 4:20 p.m. in the
Administration building room 201. For more
information, contact Lynda Yoshikawa or Tsuey-Jing
Fan at (408) 924-5910.
Counseling Services
Counseling Services will host a meditation and
stress reduction group from 2 to 3 p.m. in the
Administration building room 201. For more
information, contact Mark Forman at
(408) 924-5910.

cLAssIfIEds
Submit and Pay for your Classifieds Online with the convenience of a credit card. Questions on how to place your classified? Call 408.924.3277

EmploymEnt
DELIVERY DRIVERS Party rental business.
Perfect for students. Earn up to $250 every
weekend. Must have reliable truck. Heavy
lifting is req’d. Call 408 292-7876 or www.
astrojump.com
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY PLUS
seeking Infant, Toddler & Preschool Teachers
& Aides. FT& PT positions avail. Substitute
positions are also avail that offer flex hrs. ECE
units are req’d for teacher positions but not
req’d for Aide positions. Excellent opportunity
for Child Develop majors. Call Cathy for an
interview@ 244-1968 X16 or fax res. to 2487433
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8th school seeks
responsible individuals for extended daycare,
PT, PMs. No ECE units req’d. Previous childcare exp. a must. Please call 248-2464
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY Hiring: Security-All Hrs 24/7, PT/ FT. Possible Commute.
Scheduler-Eves. PT. (408)247-4827
ATTENTION SPARTANS Welcome back! Are
you looking for part-time/ full-time work to help
you get through the school semester? Well,
look no further. Corinthian Parking Services is
looking for valet parking attendants for our local shopping malls, hotels and private events.
We will work around your school schedule.
Requirements for an interview:
ï Must have a valid California Class C license
ï Must provide a current DMV printout
ï MUST be responsible, well-groomed and
punctual.
ï MUST HAVE EXCELLENT CUSTOMER
SERVICE SKILLS.
If you qualify, please call Kyle at 408-9815894 for an interview.
SITTERS WANTED. $10 or more per hour.
Register FREE for jobs at www.student-sitters.com.
SWIM TEACHERS Year round program. Indoor pool. Exp. with children a must. Teaching
exp. not req’d. AM/ PM/ WE shifts avail. Email
res to sdavis@avac.us
EARN $2500+ MONTHLY and more to type
simple ads online. www.dataentrytypers.com
TEACHERS/INSTRUCTORS P/ T Instructors,
elem. schools.
Degree/ Cred. NOT required.
Opportunity for teaching exp. Need Car.
VM(408) 287-4170Ext. 408
EOE/ AAE
NOW HIRING! If you are looking for a job,
the SJSU Career Center can help! Register
with SpartaSystem (the Career Center’s
online career management tool) & access
over 1,400 job listings on SpartaJOBS, the
Career Center’s official job & internship bank.
It’s easy. Visit us at www.careercenter.sjsu.
edu, sign in with your tower card ID & search
SpartaJOBS! New jobs are added daily.

Looking for a job?
We can help you
with that.

STUDENT WORK

Part-time/ Flexible schedules
$17.70 BASE - appt.
VECTOR, the company for students, has parttime openings available for customer sales/
service. The positions offer numerous unique
benefits for students, including:
- HIGH STARTING PAY
- FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
- Internships possible
- All majors may apply
- Scholarships awarded
annually, conditions apply
- No experience necessary
- Training provided
Watch for us on-campus throughout the semester, or call (408) 866-1100 or
(650) 940-9400-9am-5p
workforstudents.com/ sjsu
***************************************
SERVICE TECHNICIAN Service financial
equipment (ATM machines) in the San Jose
area on a daily route. Full time, M-F, day
and evening shifts, and part time weekend
shifts available. We require a clean DMV and
conduct full background checks. Great advancement opportunities! E-mail to fljobs08@
firstlineinc.com or fax to 916-635-5860 EOE
WORK W/ DISABLED CHILD, 4 miles from
campus, 10-15 hrs/wk, afternoons; exp w/
devel. disabled a plus, but will train, must like
kids; $14/hr. Must have reliable transportation.
(408)926-3944
ESL TEACHER 7th-12th grades Sierra
School in Santa Clara www.sierraschool.com
$30,600 for 9 months credential/ or experience required. Email res to info@sierraschool.
com or FAX res to (408) 247-0996
ENGLISH/P. E. ASSISTANT 7th-12th grades
Sierra School in Santa Clara www.sierraschool.com M-F 9-3pm $10/HR. Email resume
to info@sierraschool.com or FAX res to (408)
247-0996
MATH ASSISTANT 7th-12th grades Sierra
School in Santa Clara www.sierraschool.com
Applicants must have knowledge through
beginning calculus. M-F 9-3pm $10/HR Email
resume to info@sierraschool.com or FAX res
to (408) 247-0996
DAYCARE/RECREATION Santa Clara Private School. M-F, 3-6pm. $10.00/hour. Email
res to info@sierraschool.com or Fax res to
(408) 247-0996
SERVICE REP: Mortgage company/loan
office: Seeking part time Employees for
evenings for telemarketing pays hourly/large
bonuses No exp necessary/training available
Call Jason at (408)887-8600
TEACHERS/REC LEADERS Small World
Schools has positions avail. in before &
after school program located in Mt. Pleasant
School Dist. AM & PM positions avail. Call
408-370-2700 X19 or fax res 370-0505
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR/HOST PT
positions avail in S’vale restaurant. Flex hrs.
$11.00 to start. Call Wendy@733-9331
JOIN OUR TEAM
POLICE OFFICER
CITY OF VACAVILLE
$5,565 to $6,760/mo. with up to 22% in additional incentives. Accepting applications for
Entry Level Officer on a continuous basis. For
more info. call (707) 449-5237 or go to www.
cityofvacaville.com

For rEnt
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3BD-2BA-2 BLOCKS FROM
SJSU

Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
pHOnE:

3bd apartment with walk in closets. Great
for students/ roommates!! Great Floor Plan!
Washer & Dryers on premisis. Parking available!! Only $1,275 mo, may work with you on
the deposit!! email: sjminv@aol.com

408.924.3277

For SalE

408.924.3282

Fax:

EMAIL:

MATTRESSES & FURNITURE BRAND NEW:
Twin/Full-$175, Queen-$199, King-$299,
5-Pc. Bdrm. Set-$499, Sofa/Love-$499. Can
Deliver. (408) 272-7000

classified@casa.sjsu.edu

SErvicES

www.thespartandaily.com

PROFESSIONAL EDITING for your paper
or dissertation. Experienced. Efficient. Exact.
Familiar with APA & Chicago styles. ESL is a
specialty. Grace@(831)252-1108 or Evagrace@aol.com or visit www.gracenotesediting.com

opportunitiES
EARN $800-$3200 MONTHLY to drive cars
with ads placed on them. www. CarAdTeam.
com

WantEd
$SPERM DONORS NEEDED$ Up to $900/
month. Healthy Men, in college or w/college
degree, wanted for our anonymous sperm
donor program. Help people realize their
dreams of starting a family. Apply Online:
www.cryobankdonors.com

ONLINE:

The Spartan Daily
apologizes for this
out of sequence
Sudoku

DISCLAIMER
The Spartan Daily makes no claim
for products or services advertised
below nor is there any guarantee implied. The classified columns of the Spartan Daily consist
of paid advertising and offers are
not approved or verified by the
newspaper.
Certain advertisements in these
columns may refer the reader to
specific telephone numbers or
addresses for additional information. Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making these
further contacts, they should require
complete information before sending money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should carefully investigate all firms offering
employment listings or coupons for
discount vacations or merchandise.

Check it out..
10% discount for
all students
CLASSIFIED AD RATE INFORMATION
Each line averages 25 spaces. Each letter, number, punctuation mark, and space is formatted
into an ad line. The first line will be set in bold type and upper case for no extra charge up
to 20 spaces. A minimum of three lines is required. Deadline is 10:00 am , 2-weekdays prior
to publication.
MINIMUM THREE LINE CLASSIFIED AD:
DAYS: 1
2
3
4
RATE: $10.00 $15.00 $20.00
$25.00
$2.50 EACH ADDITIONAL LINE AFTER THE THIRD LINE.
$3.00 EACH ADDITIONAL DAY.
• RATES ARE CONSECUTIVE DAYS ONLY. •ALL ADS ARE PREPAID.
• NO REFUNDS ON CANCELLED ADS.
FREQUENCY DISCOUNT: 40+ consecutive issues: 10% discount
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 10% discount. Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from
10 AM or 3PM. STUDENT ID REQUIRED. Rate applies to student’s individual ads
only. Not intended for businesses and/or other persons. Frequency discount does not
apply.
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SPORTS

THURSDAY IN THE SPARTAN DAILY
Check out the sports section for notebooks from the football,
men’s soccer, the Ice Hockey Club and volleyball teams.

Cardinals take Game 3 of World Series
SJSU men’s
golf team
finishes 12th
By Ben Walker

Freshman Stallworth comes in 10th
Daily Staff Report
The San Jose State University
men’s golf team finished in 12th
place at the Barona Collegiate
Cup tournament in San Diego
on Tuesday.
With a combined team score
of 873, the Spartans finished one
stroke behind the University of
Utah, who took 11th place.
According to the SJSU athletics Web site, this is the Spartans’
lowest finish of the season. SJSU
finished in fourth at the Del
Walker Intercollegiate tournament in September and fourth
at the Alister MacKenzie Invitational in October.
The University of Alabama
at Birmingham took first place
with a team score of 840. San Diego State University, who hosted
the tournament, scored 853 and
finished in fifth place.
With an individual score of
211, SJSU freshman Stephan
Stallworth finished in 10th place.
According to the SJSU athletics
Web site, it was Stallworth’s third
top 20 finish of the season.

In the final round of the tournament, Stallworth shot a 68,
scoring the best out of all Spartan golfers.
Two other SJSU freshmen,
Levi Garcia and Drew Nottenkamper, tied for 45th place during the two-day tournament.
The two Spartans posted individual scores of 220 during the
54-hole tournament at the Barona Collegiate Cup.
Stats according to SJSU
Athletics Web site:
SJSU individual top scores
10. Stephan Stallworth
69-74-68-211
45. Levi Garcia 70-72-78-220
45. Drew Nottenkamper
73-75-72-220
60. Matt Montez 74-74-74-222
98. Aaron Conrad
78-78-80-236
Team scores
1. Alabama Birmingham 840
2. Wichita State 844
12. SJSU 873

Associated Press
ST. LOUIS — Chris Carpenter
was well on his way to a World
Series win when, all of sudden,
people swarmed the mound to examine his hand.
No smudge, no scuffs. Just a
cramp, and it wasn’t about to blemish his outing.
Carpenter looked every bit a
Cards’ ace as he threw the Detroit

Tigers a curve, pitching St. Louis
to a 5-0 victory Tuesday night for a
2-1 Series edge.
Carpenter used big breaking
balls to spin three-hit ball for eight
innings. And with Jim Edmonds
hitting a key double and St. Louis
taking advantage of a poor throw,
the Cardinals returned their focus
squarely to the field.
Gone were any reminders of the
squabbling Kenny Rogers caused

with his smudged left hand in
Game 2.
Oh, Rogers heard plenty from
the sellout crowd at Busch Stadium
during pregame introductions,
as chants of “Cheat-er!” echoed
throughout the ballpark. But that
was about the only noise the Tigers
caused in this game.
Looking fierce with his threeday beard, Carpenter showed why
he won the NL Cy Young Award

last year and is a top contender this
season. He struck out six, walked
none and kept the Tigers’ trio of
Placido Polanco, Ivan Rodriguez
and Curtis Granderson hitless in
the Series.
Game 4 will be Wednesday
night, provided a forecast of steady
rain holds off. If it does, NL championship series MVP Jeff Suppan
will start against Jeremy Bonderman.

New U.S. law could hurt poker tournament
By Adam Goldman and Ryan Nakashi
Associated Press

LAS VEGAS — Observers say
the recently enacted U.S. law that
bans gambling online could cut
into the number of entrants to the
planet’s richest card game — the
World Series of Poker.
The number of players in the
tournament, run by Harrah’s Entertainment Inc., has ballooned thanks
largely to the online game. In 2003,
a mere 839 participants took part
when accountant Chris Moneymaker emerged from a $40 Internet
tournament and went on to win the
$2.5 million grand prize.
This year, 8,773 players gambled
for part of an $82.5 million prize
pool and more than half are estimated to have won tournaments
over the Web to play.
With the law banning banks
from processing Internet gambling
transfers set to be enforced before

next year’s tournament, the well
of poker players is expected to dry
up.
“It’s going to affect the average player most dramatically. And
those players are the ones that
have kind of filled the ranks,” said
Michael Bolcerek, president of the
Poker Players Alliance, a 130,000member group that fought the legislation.
“The hardcore ones will find
somewhere, they won’t care whether it’s regulated,” said Bolcerek.
“That’s what a prohibition does. It
drives everything underground.”
Mike Sexton, who hosts the
popular World Poker Tour on the
Travel Channel, said the ban would
hurt what has become considered
a sport.
“I wouldn’t say it would put
poker in a death spiral but in the
long run it will hurt the growth of
poker,” Sexton said. “The World

Series of Poker is going to be devastated over this.”
Casino operators, however, were
holding out hope.
“Poker’s enormous popularity
won’t be changed,” said Alan Feldman, spokesman for MGM Mirage
Inc.
The number of poker tables in
Las Vegas has surged from 142 in
2003 to 405 in 2006, with many citing the growth to Internet players
seeking to test their skills on the
felt.
Organizers for the World Series
of Poker, televised by Walt Disney
Co.’s ESPN, also said they were not
daunted by the new law. Before
the legislation was enacted, ESPN,
which has covered the tournament
since 1993, signed on to cover it
through 2010.
Tournament spokesman Gary
Thompson said since 2005, organizers have not accepted third-

party registrations for the $10,000
buy-in main event from online
gambling companies with U.S. operations, and that hasn’t stopped it
from attracting record fields.
“In 2005 and 2006 we had record fields each year. We’re confident again that 2007 will be the
best one ever,” he said.
Thompson suggested that a
loophole that allowed players who
qualified online to pay their own
entry fees directly, after being given the fees by online poker companies, would continue to pass muster with regulators.
PokerStars.com said it paid the
way for 1,600 players who qualified
online this year, while Bodog.com
said it sent more than 500.
“We’re planning to accommodate a larger field than we ever
had before,” Thompson said. “But
whether or not we’ll have a larger
field, nobody really knows.”

7 s long as there’s been beer,
there’s been reason

to celebrate. So, raise a glass

this Halloween to the sociable

beverage of moderation. And in

the meantime, learn more about

the sweet nectar of the ghouls at

herestobeer.com.
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